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School Based Assessment Policy for Junior Cycle Students 2020
BACKGROUND
Further to the Minister for Education & Skills, Mr Joe McHugh TD’s announcement on 10th April 2020
and subsequently on 29th April,
● All third year Junior Cycle students are to be awarded certificates for the completion of Junior
Cycle by the Department of Education and Skills.
● Schools are given autonomy to assess students and all students to receive a report on
achievement.
Schools are also being given autonomy to decide whether to run school-based assessments and what
form they take. Options to consider include school-designed examinations, tasks, projects, assignments,
essay style questions, presentations, or other tasks agreed at a local level. Guidance for schools on
reporting to students and parents, developed with the advice of the advisory group of stakeholders, will
be published by the Department.
INTRODUCTION
This document outlines the approach that Our Lady’s School w
 ill take in the assessment of Junior Cycle
students, 2020. The DES Guidelines for Schools, Assessment and Reporting on Students’ Learning at
Junior Cycle, May 2020 has informed the recommended approach outlined.

OVERARCHING PRINCIPLES
The guidelines provide for:
1. A whole school approach to the assessment of Junior Cycle students, 2020.
2. Inclusivity and equity of access by all students.
3. Transparency.
4. Completion of the assessment process by May 29th.
ASSESSMENT COMPONENTS
Our Lady’s School assessment procedure for Junior Cycle students 2020 provide for the inclusion of the
following components
● Recognition of Prior Learning
● May 2020 Assessment
Junior Cycle School Report 2020
Recognition of Prior Learning
May 2020 Assessment
Total Weighting: 50%

Total Weighting: 50%

Where students are engaged in a Junior Cycle Subject a Grade Descriptor will be awarded.
Where students are engaged in Junior Cert a traditional grade will be awarded.
All components to be completed and marked by May 29th, 2
 020. An assessment report will be issued
electronically using the VSware platform during the week beginning June 8th. If you are having
difficulties logging into VSware, then please mail password@olschool.ie

BREAKDOWN of ASSESSMENT COMPONENTS
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1. Recognition of Prior Learning
The recognition of Prior Learning is an important part of our assessment process. In line with the
overarching principle of flexibility, the following approach will apply:
The final Grade Descriptor will be awarded for:
● Learning from 1st Year and 2nd Year – House Feb & Summer Exams together with the Mock
Examination results from 3rd Year
● Summer 2020 assessment (3rd Year)
EXAMPLE: Recognition of Prior Learning Component:
Total Weighting

50%

Elements of Prior
Learning Recognised

1st & 2nd Year House examinations in February and May plus the Mock
Examination in February of 3rd Year

This decision was informed by the DES Guidelines (issued April 29th, 2020)
To ensure equity, greater weighting should be given to work that was completed by students in
advance of the closure of schools on 12 March 2020.
Cognisance may be given to work completed after that date but teachers should have regard to the
impact that school closure will have had on students’ ability to engage with further learning after
12 March 2020 and their ability to complete any additional assessment tasks.
For example, some students may be unable to undertake any additional assessment tasks because
of issues arising from the Covid-19 crisis. In such circumstances, the assessment of the students’
learning, and the report of their achievement issued by the school, may be based solely on work
completed prior to 12 March 2020.

2. May 2020 Assessment
In line with the timetable forwarded to the students, each Department will release their assessments at
the assigned time with the expectation that the students will submit by the assigned deadline.
Students will be advised of the format and duration of each subject assessment.
If any student encounters a difficulty in submitting the assignment they should contact the subject
teacher without delay and work to resolve the issue
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Assessment Components
1. RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING OPTIONS
● Evidence available from tests, from House Examinations completed in 1st and 2nd
Year
● Mock Examination results from February in 3rd Year*
● CBAs that have been completed and examined through the SLAR process will be
reported on
* Any student who has dropped level since the Mocks will have their result changed to an Ordinary Level grade in line with the
appropriate conversion

2. MAY 2020 ASSESSMENT OPTIONS
● School-designed examinations
● Tasks
● Projects
● Assignments
● Essay style questions
● Presentations
● Other tasks chosen by the teacher from the range of approaches agreed at school
level
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Communication to Parents

Junior Cycle Assessment Policy 2020
INTRODUCTION
This document outlines the approach that Our Lady’s School will take in the assessment of Junior
Cycle students, 2020. The DES Guidelines for Schools, Assessment and Reporting on Students’
Learning at Junior Cycle, May 2020 has informed the recommended approach outlined.

OVERARCHING PRINCIPLES

The guidelines provide for:

1. A whole school approach to the assessment of Junior Cycle students, 2020.
2. Inclusivity and equity of access by all students.
3. Transparency.
4. Completion of the assessment process by May 29th. An assessment report will issue
electronically using the VSware platform during the week beginning June 8th 2020
●

A final grade/grade descriptor will be awarded for each subject based on the
Recognition of Prior Learning and the May 2020 Assessment

●

The final assessment grade will be assigned based on the outcome of the results
achieved through the following area(s)
Junior Cycle School Report 2020
Recognition of Prior Learning Component
May 2020 Assessment
for the period of 2017 to 2020
●

Evidence available from House
Examinations completed in
February and May of 1st Year and
2nd Year
● Evidence available from the Mock
Examination held in February of
3rd Year
● Classroom-Based Assessments
completed in second year and third
year will be reported on
Total Weighting: 50%

Any one or combination of the
assessment tools listed below will be
used, depending on the subject.
● School-designed examinations, tasks,
reflective task, projects, assignments,
essay style questions, presentations or
other tasks chosen by Departments
from the range of approaches agreed
at school level.

Total May 2020 Assessment Weighting: 50%

Where students are engaged in a Junior Cycle Subject a Grade Descriptor will be
awarded.
● Where students are engaged in Junior Cert a traditional grade will be awarded.
●

Date: 12th May, 2020
Principal:
Date: 12th May, 2020
Chair (BOM):
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Appendix 3
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Appendix 4
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